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Abstract. In wireless networks many nodes contend for available resources creating a challenge in resource allocation. With shared resources,
fairness in allocation is a serious issue. Fairness metrics have been defined to measure the fairness level of resource decisions in allocations.
Therefore, fairness metrics significantly influence network and node performances emphasizing the need for due diligence to fairness metrics. It
can be seen that fairness metrics in many of the allocation strategies and
algorithms in the literature are not analyzed in depth to show the overall
fairness of allocations from different perspectives. Hence, we propose a series of fairness metrics for resource allocation in wireless networks, which
evaluate individual, system, short and long term fairness. Our metrics are
general enough to be adapted in either multiple or single resource sharing
scenarios. Algorithms using these metrics for channel allocation problem
in peer-to-peer wireless regional area network is proposed and simulated,
and the results show that our metrics in conjunction with smart channel
allocation strategies guarantee both the fairness and performances.
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1

Introduction

In wireless networks, many resources have to be shared. While in an individual
wireless device or node, its computing resources and memory are shared among
different applications, at the network level different layers of the device have to
operate in synergy with other nodes in order to achieve successful communication
and task completion. In a wireless network, channels, time slots, bandwidth, and
other resources need to be allocated to different devices in either centralized or
distributed way. Hence, resource allocation plays an important role in wireless
networking.
Two optimization goals of resource allocation are utility and fairness [7].
Utility reflects the performance of wireless network, and fairness indicates the
balance in resource sharing by different wireless devices. Much work can be seen
in literature in this regard with emphasis of fairness in resource allocation [7,
8]. Though a detailed discussion on fairness issues for resource allocation in

wireless networks covering most of the fairness issues is in [3, 8], there is still a
lack of general fairness model. Some issues still need more considerations, for
example, not treating fairness as an independent issue [7], confusing it with
resource allocation itself or utility [10], and only considering absolute fairness
during allocation in which weights are not adopted or every individual is assigned
with the same weight [3, 4, 8].
In this paper, we discuss related work on fairness metrics in wireless networks in Section 2. We propose a new fairness model for resource allocation that
contains a series of fairness metrics in Section 3. These metrics provide an entire
view of fairness with multiple fairness metrics. The simulations in Section 4 confirm that our metrics can be employed in resource allocation in wireless networks
easily. Conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2

Related Work on Fairness Issues

Some commonly adopted fairness metrics in wireless networks in the literature
are Jain’s index, max-min and proportional fairness [3, 4, 8]. Jain’s index does
not consider the individual fairness. Another shortcoming is that it cannot be
adopted in multiple resource allocation scenarios. Moreover, weighted strategies
are not considered in it, and all individuals are treated similarly during allocations, which is hardly true in reality. Max-min indicates a decision 0, 1 whether
the allocation is fair or not (1 implying fair allocation). Thus, max-min fairness
cannot measure the level of unfairness. Also, it cannot distinguish between system and individuals. Similar to Jain’s index, it is an absolute fairness metric
without weighted strategies and individual fairness. Modified max-min fairness
are proposed (for example in [2]) to add weights, but they cannot measure the
individual fairness. Proportional fairness, however, cannot measure how unfair
the system is, and no weighted strategies are considered originally. An advanced
proportional fairness metric (p, α) − proportional fairness was proposed in [6].
Weights of different resources for an individual are added in this model. However,
it cannot measure both individual and system fairness. Moreover, assigning the
weights to individuals was not described in detail.
Considering the shortcomings in these existing fairness metrics, we try to
propose a fairness model which includes a series of fairness metrics for resource
allocation that can measure the fairness of a resource allocation decision in the
aspects of system, individual, short, and long term fairness.

3

Fairness Model

We assume that there are m (m > 1) different resources, and the capacity of
(t)
resource k is Ck . n individuals are in the system. The allocation decision at time
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
t is X(t) = (X1 , ..., Xn ), in which Xk is the allocation of resource k and Xk =
(t)
(t)
(t)
(xk1 , ..., xkn ). xki is the amount of resource k that is allocated to individual i.
(t)
(t)
Furthermore, Fk (X(t) ) is the system fairness metric on resource k and fki (X(t) )
(t)
is the fairness metric for an individual i for resource k. fi is the fairness of
individual i on all resources. When m = 1, it is single resource allocation and

we just drop the resource subscript, for example, C (t) is the resource capacity,
(t)
(t)
X(t) = (x1 , ..., xn ) is the allocation decision for an individual i. We consider two
elements during the weight assignment, which are request ratios and historical
allocation information. For individuals with more requests and less historical
allocation than others, heavier weights should be assigned to them, giving them
(t)
(t)
higher chance to obtain more resources. Let R(t) = {R1 , ..., Rm } stand for
(t)
(t)
request at time t, in which Rk is the allocation request for resource k. Rk =
(t)
(t)
(t)
(rk1 , ..., rkn ) and rki is the request of resource k from individual i at time t.
(t)
(t)
We assume that xki 6 rki 6 Ck . We also assume the weights are W(t) =
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
{W1 , ..., Wm } and Wk = (wk1 , ..., wkm ), in which Wk is the weights of
(t)
resource k, and wki is the weight of individual i for resource k at time t. We
(t)
assign the weight wki as,
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Where wki indicates the importance and priority for a resource k set by an
individual i at time t by considering the request and historical allocation. Kr
and Kh (Kr ≤ 0 and Kh ≤ 0) are the factors for the current request and
(t)
historical allocation, and Kr + kh = 1. Therefore, 0 6 wki 6 e. Based on the
(t)
weights and request, we define “fair ratio” eki in Eq. (2), which indicates the
satisfaction level of an individual to the current allocation.
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All our following short and long term and individual and system fairness metrics
(t)
in this paper are based on fair ratios (eki ). Incase where there is no request or
(t)
weight is zero, an individual is satisfied with (eki = e2 ), otherwise, the satisfaction depends on the ratio of its allocation and weight.
The short term system fairness metric for resource k at allocation t (can also
(t)
be a discrete allocation number) is given by Eq. (3) where 0 6 Fk (Xk ) 6 1. It
is a variant of Jain’s index with the weights and can measure fairness even in
multiple resources scenarios.
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The short term individual fairness of individual i on resource k is shown in
Eq. (4), which measures the current fairness of one individual over a certain
(t)
resource, and 0 6 fki 6 1, but with the historical allocation information.
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The individual fairness of i for all resources is described in Eq. (5), which is the
fairness metric for an individual in the whole resource allocation with multiple
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Similar to short term fairness metrics, system and individual long term(t)metrics are proposed in Eq. (6), (7), and (8), in which the fairness ratios eki are
considered in a long time period instead of a single time slot.
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Our model is proposed keeping in mind multiple resource allocation scenarios.
As a special case for single resource allocation, we just need to set m = 1, and all
metrics and the mechanisms stay the same. For distributed scenarios, allocation
decisions are made by individuals instead of a centralized allocation manager.
Therefore, the metrics only use the local information they collect, and localized
fairness and utility can be achieved. The following advantages can be seen in our
fairness metric for resource allocation:
– We adopt a weighted strategy and define it by considering the request and
historical allocations, which assign priority to individuals due to their requests and historical allocation information.
– Both system and individual fairness can be measured by our metrics, which
describe fairness on different aspects.
(t)
– The fair ratio eki considers the satisfaction of individuals in an allocation,
which gives a more precise description of fairness feature than absolute fairness [3, 4, 8].
– Short term and long term fairness can be measured by our metrics, which
may be used in different applications.

– Our fairness model is proposed for multiple resource fair allocation in wireless
networks; however, it can also be adapted to other diverse scenarios with
slight modification.

4

Simulations and Results

4.1

An Example Scenario

Peer to peer WRAN (P2PWRAN) was proposed in [9]. P2PWRANs support
peer to peer communication in a cell thereby increasing the network capacity by
many folds. At the same time, a problem in P2PWRANs is how to allocate the
channels efficiently and fairly. Channel allocation has two parameters - (i) total
number of available channels, and (ii) interference amongst inter-CPE communication1 . It is not easy to achieve a fair resource allocation at all times. Therefore,
we test our definition of fairness metric model in the channel allocation scenario
in a P2PWRAN cell.
Two types of communication can be seen in P2PWRAN communication in a
cell, which are communication between CPEs and between CPE to BS. The allocation of channels for CPEs can be treated as a multiple resource allocation case.
The first type is the channel allocation for CPE to CPE communication and the
other type is the channel allocation for CPE to BS (and BS to CPE) communication. Channel allocation in standard WRAN is queue based [5]. Hence, we first
queue the channel requests from CPEs, then allocate channel sequentially to the
request if no interference is expected to occur. Three different mechanisms for
queuing channel requests were adopted in the channel allocation for P2PWRAN
in our simulations as follows.
– First one (M1 ) is the absolute fair queuing mechanism, in which the requests
are queued considering the channel allocation history of the nodes. CPEs
which have received lesser channels have more chance of getting a channel
in the current time slot. M1 treats every individual identically, and tries to
reach absolute fairness amongst all individuals during channel allocation.
– The second mechanism (M2 ) is based on our long term individual fairness
metric. The long term individual fairness is employed as the basis for queuing. With (M2 ), CPEs which are not treated fairly in the past would have
more opportunities to obtain channels.
– The third mechanism (M3 ) queues the requests due to the possibilities of
the interference that the requests may cause. Since, if the same channel is
allocated to two request (ri , rj ) both of which cause less interference than
two other requests (ri0 , rj0 ), then it is better to allocate the channel to ri
and rj . Generally, requests with shorter transmission distances cause lesser
interference than requests with longer distances. Therefore, the transmission
distances of the requests are used to queue channel requests, and requests
with short transmission distances are allocated first. The purpose of M3 is
to reuse channels efficiently.
1

For a more detailed discussion of channel allocation in P2PWRAN we refer to [9].

4.2

Results

The network performance on channel reuse and node throughput can be seen in
Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), the queue mechanism based on our fairness metrics
lead to the higher channel reuse times for every channel and most of the nodes
obtain higher throughput than the absolute fair mechanism and distance based
mechanisms. With our metric in M2 , node requests are queued considering individual long term fairness and the ratios of node requests and historical allocation
decisions, and it leads to the best performance amongst the three mechanisms.
We can also see in the figures that fair mechanisms performs better than the
distance based mechanisms (M3 ).

(a) Channel reusing.

(b) Throughput.

Fig. 1. Performances.

The individual fairness of channel allocation is shown in Fig. 2 with both
short term (Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d)) and long term fairness (Fig. 2(a) and
Fig. 2(c)). For CPE to CPE communication, the mechanism based on our metrics
(M2 ) results in fairer allocation than absolute fair mechanism M1 and distance
based mechanism M3 in both short term and long term fairness. The individual
long term fairness is adopted to queue the request, therefore, it results in fairer
individual allocation in CPE to CPE communication. However, the short term
fairness is still much lower than the long term fairness, because the channels
are very rare compared to amount of requests. For CPE to BS allocation, the
amount of requests (on average more than 20 requests in a time slot) is much
higher than the allocation rate (once in a time slot). Hence, both long term and
short term CPE to BS fairness are very low, as shown in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(c).
Results of system fairness are shown in Fig. 3 including both short term
and long term system fairness. For CPE to CPE communication, long term
fairness is adopted to queue the requests, therefore, mechanism (M2 )leads to
fairer allocation than M1 and M3 as shown in Fig. 3(a). The short term system
fairness for CPE to CPE with M1, M2 and M3 are similar to each other as
shown in Fig. 3(b). The long term system fairness for CPE to BS (Fig. 3(c)) are
very low because only one node can obtain a channel in one time slot, and the
fairness for the rest is assigned to be 0. The short term fairness for CPE to BS
is increased by M2 (Fig. 3(d)) because in many time slots there is no CPE to
BS request, and the short term system fairness is assigned as 1.

(a) Long term CPE to CPE fairness. (b) Short term CPE to CPE fairness.

(c) Long term CPE to BS fairness.

(d) Short term CPE to BS fairness.

Fig. 2. Individual fairness.

(a) Long term CPE to CPE fairness. (b) Short term CPE to CPE fairness.

(c) Long term CPE to BS fairness.

(d) Short term CPE to BS fairness.

Fig. 3. System fairness.

5

Conclusions and Further Work

Concerning all the resources and their allocation, fairness issue plays an important role in wireless networks. However, the metrics nowadays has many
shortages. Therefore, a series of fairness metrics are proposed in this paper for
resource allocation in wireless networks, which can measure the fairness of allocation from the point of view of individuals and system, further, also from
the point view of short term and long term. We applied the developed fairness
metric for IEEE 802.22 WRAN scenario. We also applied our metric to test the
allocation fairness in a futuristic P2P channel usage in WRANs. The simulation
results show that the metrics can be employed in wireless resource allocation
mechanisms easily. When it is adopted in the channel allocation in P2PWRAN,
higher fairness and performance can be achieved than the fairness and performance when absolute and distance based mechanisms are used. We are now
planning to focus on more number of implementation scenarios (for example in
rate allocation, flow and packet scheduling, power control and energy control)
to test our metric, and testing its ability of measuring fairness.
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